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READING EXERCISE 
The Adventures of Lola Badiola 

CHAPTER 64 – THE ENTRANCE 

Lola led her team through the revolving doors of the headquarters of Telecom España. They entered 
a corporate atrium with soaring ceilings, granite columns and infinite light. Like the cathedrals of 
medieval Spain, it was designed to both inspire and intimidate the visiting pilgrims. As the four 
interlopers walked quickly to the reception desk, their heals clicking randomly on the marble floor, it 
was not only Park Jae Bong who was affected by the transcendental nature of the architecture.  

It had been just over three months since Lola had been escorted out of the building following her 
resignation. In that time nothing seemed to have changed. The same receptionists were at the desk. 
The same security guards were at the door. Not even the crystal vase full of flowers on the reception 
desk was any different. Everywhere employees continued their seemingly critical yet ultimately trivial 
discussions, oblivious to the world around them. 

Lola looked at the team of receptionists. She knew them well. Some could be stubborn; others could 
be flexible. Amongst them, she spotted José, her favorite, the man who always had time for a quick 
chat about everyday life. She headed straight towards him, followed closely by the gang of three.  

“José! It’s been too long.” 

He looked up as she arrived, his face revealing surprise and then happiness. 

“Ms. Badiola, how are you?” 

“Fine. How are Nico, Matilda and the dogs?” 

“Couldn’t be better.” 

“I’m here with the team from JBlock. We’re joining the meeting on the 21st Floor.”  

José looked confused.  

“It’s a matter of urgency.” 

The receptionist checked his systems and when he was unable to find any information about their 
visit, he politely asked the team to take a seat while he called the reception on the 21st floor. 

“It was a last-minute change in the agenda,” said Lola, with a hint of panic in her voice.  “Perhaps you 
could just let us through.” 

José’s face betrayed the slightest suggestion of suspicion. He was experienced enough to sense 
when someone was trying to trick him. He picked up his phone and waited for the top floor reception 
to answer.  
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Lola looked back at her companions who were standing stiffly in a huddle behind her. Over their 
shoulders she noticed a group of grey-haired and smartly dressed businesspeople gathering in the 
waiting area. They greeted each other with warm smiles and firm handshakes. One of them cracked a 
joke and they all laughed loudly. They behaved as if they owned the place. And indeed, they did.  

For this was the board of directors of Telecom España. They were there to ratify the acquisition of 
JBlock as soon as the final agreement had been reached. Lola felt a sudden rush of adrenalin. There 
was no time to lose.  

She leaned across the reception desk and gently pushed the crystal vase full of flowers over the edge. 
It bounced on the table in front of José, splashing water all over his equipment before hitting the 
marble floor and splintering into a thousand jagged pieces. The other receptionists, already stressed 
due to the presence of the Board of Directors, were startled by the noise and commotion. They 
immediately looked for someone to blame, someone who would have to deal with the mess. That 
person was José.  

While the attention of the room was distracted by the unfortunate accident, the four interlopers made 
their way quickly and quietly to the turnstile barriers. Diego was the first to hop over, then he helped 
both Park and Lola, but when he reached out his hand to Gonzalo, the lawyer wouldn’t move. 

“This is unlawful entry.” 

 He started to slowly back away from the turnstiles.  

“Gonzalo!” hissed Diego. “You’re already committed. It’s too late to turn back.” 

“Actually, from a legal perspective, it’s not.” 

“For Christ’s sake, it doesn’t matter what the law says, we’re the good guys!” 

Gonzalo once again shook his head and took another step backwards. 

“The end doesn’t justify the means.” 

Diego threw his arms in the air in exasperation. In the distance he could see José, the receptionist, 
with a couple of security guards pointing in their direction. He was tempted to jump back across the 
turnstile, pick up the lawyer and carry him to the meeting.  

Lola stepped forward. She knew full well that no logical argument would dissuade Gonzalo from his 
course of action, so she chose another approach. She held out her hand and said: 

“Please.”  

And for a moment the two of them were in the Prado Museum and she was guiding him to another 
gallery. They were walking through the pedestrian zones of Malasaña and she was leading him to a 
quiet backstreet. They were strolling through the Retiro and she was taking him to the cherry orchard.  

Gonzalo shook his head again, then under his breath he said: 
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“Fuck it!” 

In one athletic leap he jumped over the turnstile and grabbed hold of Lola’s hand. The two of them 
dashed to the nearest elevator followed by Diego and Park. The doors had just opened, and a large 
group of employees were flowing out. As soon as the way was clear they ran inside, and Lola hit the 
button for the 21st floor.  

They could hear the voices of the security guards getting closer. Before the elevator doors could fully 
close, a big fat arm appeared between them. The two guards, flushed with the exertion and 
excitement, stepped inside and grabbed Lola by the arms. 

“You need to come with us!”  

Gonzalo protested. “Take your hands off her. That’s an unnecessary use of force. I’m a lawyer and…” 

He couldn’t finish his sentence before Diego had planted his huge hairy hands on the faces of the 
guards and pushed them violently backwards out of the elevator and onto the marble floor. Then he 
turned to Gonzalo and said. “If I need a lawyer, I know where to go. Now let’s get upstairs.”   

And with that, the doors of the elevator finally closed, and the four comrades stood in the muffled 
silence of the small square space. It was a moment of tranquility, the eye of the storm, time for each 
of them to gather their thoughts and prepare themselves for the next challenge.  

The vibration of a mobile phone disturbed the peace. They all looked at each other wondering where 
the noise was coming from. Lola opened her handbag and the noise of the vibrations intensified. She 
took out her phone and looked at the caller ID. 

Mr. Red Bull. 

The three men couldn’t help but see the name. There was nowhere else to look. They waited for her 
to answer it, pretending not to care. Lola quickly declined the call and put the phone back into her 
bag.  

“Mr. Red Bull?” asked Gonzalo. 

Before Lola could respond, the doors of the elevator opened onto the 21st floor and the group were 
immediately met by two middle-aged secretaries who acted like a couple of schoolteachers in charge 
of detention. 

“You are not allowed up here.” 

“This is most irregular.” 

“Security is on the way.” 

“We will call the police if we have to.” 

Lola simply ignored the verbal harassment and marched down the corridor. It had been three months 
since Luis Bruña had led her past the panoramic views from the 21st floor, along the hallway lined with 
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oil paintings and to the old oak door of the office of Mario Ruiz de Velasco. Now she was back in the 
building in order to save her job, her career and her reputation.  

She reached the boardroom, paused to take three deep breaths, then opened the door and entered. 

 

READING COMPREHENSION 

1. Describe the entrance to the headquarters of Telecom España. 
2. Why does Lola choose to speak to José? 
3. How does José react when he sees her? 
4. What group of people are waiting in the entrance of the TE headquarters? 
5. How does Lola distract the receptionists? 
6. Why is Gonzalo reluctant to follow Lola to the elevators? 
7. How does Diego handle the security guards? 
8. Who calls while they are in the elevator, how does everyone react? 
9. Who meets them on the 21st floor? 
10. How does Lola feel as she walks to the boardroom? 

 

 

  


